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THE OSTEOPOROSES: A DEFINITION OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS
H.

M . FROST, M.D."*

INTRODUCTION

A N INCREASING BODY of literature reflects increasing interest in the nature and
mechanism of the various osteoporoses. Confusion exists in this field. This confusion
results from the interest and language of different disciplines focusing on the same
problem. The result is some misunderstanding and misuse of terms, unfamiliarity
with related concepts and the significance of data obtained with specialized methods.
It is difficult to extract sense from many texts and articles.
The present purpose is to present an integration of facts and concepts applicable
to the osteoporoses. Specific causes of osteoporoses will not be considered.
Terms will be defined and briefly discussed, the object being not to solve
etymological disputes, but to permit communication. Then the dynamics of skeletal
remodelling will be considered.
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Absolute

Bone

Volume

Physicians have found it difficult to find an exact term that conveys the idea
of the amount of bone present in a skeleton. Bone mass does not express what is
wished. I f one did describe skeletal disease in terms of mass, (as used by the
physicist) the result would be confusion. Robinson in two recent papers has
emphasized this point.
Absolute bone volume means the volume of bone remaining after subtracting
all marrow, vascular, canahcular and lacunar spaces.' This index is possible due to
work done microscopically by optical methods' by the writer, and macroscopically
by Trotter." Absolute skeletal volume means the absolute volume of all bone in
the whole skeleton.
Absolute bone volume does not state, imply or deal with any aspect of bone
quality. Absolute bone volume refers only to the volume of bone present, whether
quality be normal or abnormal. (Figure 1).
*Associate Surgeon, Department of Orthopedics
Work referred to supported by the following grants-in-aid: 4186-A, Surg., National Insdtutes of
Health; Orthopaedic Research and Education Foundation; Grant No. 293, Henry Ford Hospital.
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Diagram of the parts that make up the observed, gross volume of an idealized bone. The parts are:
bone matrix (95 per cent collagen, 5 per cent cement substances, some water obligatorily associated
with the matrix: about 3 per cent); vascular channels (Haversian canals, Volkmann's canals); lacunar
and canahcular lumens (spaces holding osteocytes and connecting osteocytes to a blood ve.ssel);
marrow spaces. Of these the marrow spaces are most variable from bone to bone, person to
person, and age to age.
A unit absolute volume of matrix contains an unchanged amount of matrix throughout the
biological life of the bone tissue. This is not true of the volume and mass of mineral or of
the volume and mass of water in a unit absolute volume of bone matrix. Mineral and water
vary inversely with respect to each other during the life of a bone moiety, water content initially
being high, mineral content finally being high.

Lowrance and Latimer'^ give the average mass of normal, adult, dried, degreased
human skeletons as 2880 grams. Robinson," and McLean and Urist,'* give the density
of dried, degreased bone as 2.3. From these figures one may calculate that absolute
bone volume of the average, normal, adult human skeleton is 1.25 liters or 1250 ml.
This agrees with the figure of 153 cc. measured by Trotter, Broman and Peterson,"
for adult human femurs using a vacuum water-displacement method. This average
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volume would be expected to vary considerably from person to person and from
normal to osteoporotic skeleton. Being based on Asian skeletons, the U.S. norm
may be about 20 per cent larger. Accordingly, one assumes this value in a given
patient at some risk unless some method of direct measurement is used. The x-ray
methods used by Vose," Schraer,^^ Mayer" and Mack" offer promise of estimating
absolute skeletal volume in the live patient. Another possible method of estimating
absolute skeletal volume in vivo would be by determination of total specific surface
with a bone surface-seeking agent.' The ratio of absolute volume to specific surface
is reasonably constant in lamellar bone. Jee has shown a surface adsorpdon
phenomenon with plutonium"" in dogs and rats, so existence of the phenomenon
is real; its usefulness is speculative at present.
Bone

Formation
This means the volume of bone formed by osteoblasts. Bone formation is often
also termed osteoblastic activity without implied quantitative definition. Bone formation refers here to the formation of a volume of bone. Quality of this bone is not
specified or implied. Additional problems of bone formadon will be dealt with later.
Bone

Resorption
This means the removal of a volume of bone by osteoclasts. Osteoclasts are
cells with one to 100 nuclei, which resorb bone. The term identifies cellular
activity rather than specific morphology. The generations-old controversy as to
whether or not bone is resorbed in the absence of cells will not be explored other
than to say the evidence favors the cellular view.''
When bone is resorbed by osteoclasts both mineral and organic phases are
removed. This removal is simuhaneous at the level of resoludon of hght microscopes.' Tetracycline labelled human material reveals that resorption of new Haversian
systems or new endosteal lamellae rarely occurs before the first year of existence
of these moieties, assuming a healthy adult skeleton. In the presence of growth or
disease matters are different.
Histogenesis of Osteoblasts and Osteoclasts
Recent work with tritium labelled thymidine reveals that primitive mesenchymal
cells undergo cell division in the face of irritant stimuli and then may differentiate
either into osteoblasts or osteoclasts in the face of some "programming" of unknown
nature. The factors governing differendation are matters of current interest. Some
work sugests the mesenchymal cells may in turn be derived from capillary walls.
Bone

Remodelling
In a normal individual there is constant resorption and formation of bone
throughout life. Disease states may accelerate or retard this activity. The combination of continuous resorption and formation is termed remodelling. Remodelling
is specifically restricted to removal of a volume of bone by osteoclasts and replacement by a volume of new bone formed by osteoblasts. The term "turnover" means
many different things to different disciplines and so is ignored herein.
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Figure 2a
Undecalcified section of fibrous bone between crossed polars. About lOOX. Compare to figure
3A. There is no overall order present here. Collagen bundles are randomly oriented in threedimensional space. CrystalHtes associated with collagen are similarly oriented. While disorder
characterises fibrous bone at the light microscopic level, this is not true at the resoludon of
the electron microscope. The bulk of electron microscopic work with bone has been done with
fibrous bone for technical reasons. As a result, less is known about ultrastructure of lamellar
bone than is known about fibrous bone. Conversely, most studies of bone cement substances
and most studies of mineral content and form in bone have been done with lamellar bone, again
for technical reasons. As a result, little is known about comparative features of these aspects
in the two bone types.

Remodelling does not specify or imply any aspect of quality. Remodelling is
a volumetric phenomenon even though inciting causes of remodelling are cellular
activity and metabolism.
Fibrous and Lamellar Bone
There are two basically different types of bone in the human body; a fetal
transition stage is not considered here. The two types are fibrous and lamellar bone."
To understand skeletal maturation, remodelling, growth and disease, it is essential
that the differences between the two be grasped.
A ) Fibrous Bone: Between crossed polars fibrous bone reveals relative anarchy.
Its collagen fibers, and the crystallites oriented along these fibers, lie randomly
oriented in three dimensional space. There is a related lack of orientation in shape
of lacunae and in the direction of traverse of canaliculae. (Figure2).
Fibrous bone is formed on calcified cartilage during enchondral ossificadon,
and is elaborated during fracture repair and during reaction to various diseases.
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Figure 2b
Undecalcified, fuchsin stained section of fibrous bone in brightfield. The large, dark, somewhat
irregular masses are osteocyte lacunae at about 800X. They lack the uniformity seen in figure 3B
The canaliculae lack uniform orientation, travelling haphazardly in three-dimentiinal space within
the substance of the bone.
Here, as in figure 3B, the clear spaces are normally mineralized bone. In thin section
undecalcified bone is transparent and the lacunae and canaliculae in it appear to be floating in
a clear medium.
Osteoblasts forming fibrous bone are not appreciably retarded by cortisone and related
compounds. N o significant amount o f fibrous bone exists in the normal human
adult skeleton.' The usefulness of morphological distincdon here is that differences
in physiology of the cells are associated w i t h it and indicated by it.
B ) Lamellar Bone: Between crossed polars lamellar bone reveals order.
Collagen bundles are oriented regulariy with respect to neighbors. There is regular
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Figure 3a
Cross section undecalcified human clavicle, crossed polars. Lamellar bone. The alternating bright
and dark zones are lamellae. Bright zones are anisotropic, and therefore birefringent. Dark zones
are isotropic and not birefringent. There is a regular alternation of isotropic and anisotropic
lamellae around the 3 Haversian canals, the appearance resembling an onion cut across through
its middle.
The orderly arrangement of lamellae is the result of ultramicroscopic order imposed on the
collagen bundles, which make up the major organic part of the matrix, and also imposed on
the crystallites in bone by the collagen. Part of the birefringence illustrated is intrinsic and
part is form birefringence.

alternation of isotropic and anisotropic lamellae, producing the characteristic pattern
in figure 3A. Lacunae in lamellar bone are characteristically flattened between the
lamellae. Canaliculae run perpendicularly to lamellae and so perforate them.
(Figure 3B).
Osteoblasts forming lamellar bone are markedly retarded by cortisone and
related compounds." It is likely that other differences in physiology will be found
to exist between fibrous and lamellar osteoblasts.'
Normal human adult bony skeleton is composed almost exclusively of lamellar
bone. Cortex, spongiosa. Haversian system, circumferential lamella, endosteal lamella,
diaphysis, metaphysis, innerd table, outer table, all are composed of lamellar bone.
C)

It follows that the osteoporoses are diseases of lamellar bone.
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Figure 3 b
A high power brightfield view (600 X) of a cross section of human tibia. LameUar bone
Undecalcified, basic fuchsin. A group of oval shaped osteocyte lacunae are in focus Emanating
from them are canaliculae (over l,000,000/mm3) which connect the lacuna to a vascular channel
and therefore a source of nutrients. Part of an Haversian canal is seen in cross section at
8:00 o'clock along the left hand corner. Canaliculae average 0.35 microns in diameter.
The lacunae are flattened as though compressed between the lamellae. The manner in which
they are flattened allows one to deduce lamellar orientation without polarized light. Canaliculae
in lamellar bone always perforate lamellae perpendicularly. Old fragments of bone separated
from their original blood vessels, as in the fragment at 4:00 o'clock on the bottom, exhibit
canaliculae with their original orientation. Accordingly it is possible to tell from which direction
the original source of blood supply to this m.oiety came. With this niformation it is possible
to deduce the direction in which this bone moiety was originally formed.
D)
Much experimental work done to elucidate the biological and mineral
kinetics operant in the osteoporoses was done on growing animals. Metaphyses of
these animals were usually selected for study although in this region of a growing
bone there is a mixture of calcifying cartilage, fibrous and lamellar bone formation
and fibrous and lamellar matrix mineralization (which are different processes in
several respects). Conclusions have occasionally been made from such material
which were erroneously applied to lamellar bone physiology and which are responsible for some misunderstanding in the physiology of the osteoporoses. Astute
observations were also made; see Day and Follis,* and Nordin."
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Figure 4a
Longitudinal secdon of decalcified, H & E section through the proximal epiphysis of a castrated
rat given large doses of exogenous estradiol benzoate. The cartilage sequences are seen in a
wavy bandd crossing the top of the figure. The bulk of the illustration is chondro-osseous
complex, which is three things: calcified cartilage bars remaining after the floors and roofs
of the calcified cartilage "honeycomb" have been resorbed; new, fibrous bone laid down on
the surfaces of these bars; marrow spaces between the trabeculae. Direction of growth is up
and the epiphysis and knee joint are up in this illustration. Estrogen supplied courtesy of
Parke-Davis and Company, Detroit, Mich.
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Figure 4b
A high power view (about 300 X ) through the chondro-osseous complex of the secdon illustrated
in figure 4A. The calcified bars of cartilage with their scalloped borders appear as clear areas
surrounded on the sides by darker material. The darker material is fibrous bone. Between these
chondro-osseous trabeculae are marrow spaces with stained tissue cells. This material, which fills
up the metaphysis of the animal, is the result of formation of calcified cartilage and fibrous bone.
Nowhere in this figure is there any lamellar bone. Nowhere on the material in the study from
which this illustration was drawn, is there any increase beyond normal of lamellar bone formation
in response to the estrogen.
Investigators have shown that the appearance revealed in these two figures is the result of
retardation in resorption, not acceleradon of formation, of the dssue. The rate of formation
of chondro-osseous complex is apparently slightly retarded also by estrogen. (Material reproduced
by courtesy H. Roth, M.D., Henry Ford Hospital).
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Figures 4A and 4B reveal that in estrogen treated rats the accumulation of
new material in the metaphyses is due to failure to resorb chondro-osseous complex
formed by enchondral ossification under the epiphyseal plate. Lamellar bone is not
involved in this phenomenon. The calcified cartilage bars are the clue that estrogen
retarded resorption rather than accelerated production of this complex.
E)

Lamellar bone formation proceeds in regular sequence:

1. Osteoblasts form new lamellar matrix, termed osteoid. This is hydrated, unmineralized and composed of 95 per cent collagen and 5 per cent cement substances.
2. For over a week after formation nothing optically visible happens to the
new osteoid except that it becomes more and more deeply buried by each day's
increment of new matrix. (Figure 5)
3. About the 7th to 14th day optically visible mineral appears in the osteoid
seam along a plane parallel to the v/alls of the vascular space on which the seam Ues.

Figure 5
Fresh, undecalcified, unembedded cross section human rib stained with basic fuchsin. About 200X.
In the center of the figure is an Haversian canal which appears as an oval, hyaline lucency.
Bordering the upper half of this canal is a clear, hyaline layer of osteoid, idendfied by the
bracketing India ink bars. This is a normal lamellar osteoid seam and is the route by which
lamellar bone is normally formed. The direction of addition of new osteoid is downward. The
direction of advancing mineralization is downward. Because the formation of matrix and its
mineralization lag behind each other by about 10 days in man, the osteoid seam exists. I f this
lag should be abolished, a seam would not be seen.
This is lamellar bone. Similar structures are not seen in undecalcified sections of fibrous bone.
The osteoid seam does not contain optically demonstrable mineral. The space that in the future
will contain mineral is filled with water.
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As described by Amprino' and Engfeldt,' Ponlot," Vincent," and others, in the
next 4 days 70 per cent of all of the mineral ever deposited is laid down in the
matrix. Once mineralized, convention is to term it matrix, to signify that some
chemical change in the osteoid has made it a different material.
Mineral is deposited in matrix partly at the expense of water, as outlined by
Robinson." During the remainder of the existence of a bone moiety it continues
to add mineral and lose water, but at exponentially decaying rates. (Figure 6)
4. At some future date this bone will be resorbed and replaced by new bone.
The summation of all resorption and formation in the skeleton is such that the
skeleton has an average age in years. It follows that the average mineral density
of the skeleton partly depends on the avera.ge skeletal age. This has received
experimental support by the detailed studies of Robinson"-" and of Strandh.
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Figure 6
A diagrammatic plot of increase in mineralization density against time for a moiety of bone.
Initially mineralization rate is rapid. The rate slows down at an exponentially varying rate. As
a result bone in a living, healthy skeleton is never in a constant state of mineralization. The
history of a bone moiety appears to be one of steadily increasing density, leading eventually
to the abberration termed micropetrosis.
Accompanying increase in mineral density is a loss of water. The water in the osteoid seam
illustrated in figure 5 is displaced by the mineral crystallites. The amount of matrix seems to
remain unchanged throughout the biological lifetime of the bone moiety, all statements being
related to unit absolute bone volume.
With increasing mineral density there is increasing diffusion impedence facing ions that attempt
to migrate between bone and blood. This diffusion impedence affects the skeletal uptake and
exchange of inorganic bone seeking isotopes; coupled with specific ion effects, a wide range of
behavior could exist in theory and some of this has been observed in practice.
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5. The writer theorized that diffusion impedence (the difficulty an ion
experiences in diffusing through) of bone depends partly on the degree of mineralization and partly upon the nature of the diffusing ion.'" This also is supported by
the work of Strandh,''-'" as well as by work done in this laboratory.'"
The higher the degree of mineralization of bone, the greater the diffusion
impedence and the less diffuse isotope exchange occurs in comparison to young,
low density bone. Once mineralization exceeds about 85 per cent of maximum, a
size and charge effect occurs which effectively bars some ions from diffusing
into the bone.'"
It follows that diffuse exchange of bone-seeking isotopes with the stable skeletal
mineral mass will depend partly on the average age of the skeleton and pardy on
specific ion effects. While these variations are not quantitatively predictable at
present, they are probably determinable.
Osteoporotic

Bone

This is bone with less absolute volume than a comparable normal bone has.'
Quality is not stated or implied in this definition. (For expansion of this statement
consult Nordin's excellent discussion" or the introductory remarks to the bone
affection termed feathering.'")
Osteoporotic bone refers to a pathological alteration of bone, a sign, and only
to this. The term does not specify a disease. (Figure 7).
Osteoporoses
The osteoporoses are a group of diseases, with all that this implies. These
patients have osteoporotic bone, other signs, symptoms, typical historical features,
typical laboratory and x-ray findings and varied physiological disturbances in the
rates of bone formation and resorption leading to an osteoporotic skeleton.
There are various osteoporoses. There are osteoporoses of senility, of Cushing's
syndrome, of acromegaly and of thyrotoxicosis. These are separate diseases with
differing pathological physiologies. They have in common only a reduction of
absolute bone volume.
The quality of the bone in these different osteoporoses is also different.
Qualitative disturbances are characteristic of each disease but differ among them.
The osteoporotic skeleton in Cushing's syndrome is somewhat hypermineralized, while
that of thyrotoxicosis is sorhewhat hypomineralized although the volume disturbances
may be identical. (Figure 7 ) .
Once one understands quality is unrelated to the osteoporotic state of a skeleton,
but is related to the disease causing the osteoporotic state, a source of confusion
should vanish.
In summation, osteoporotic bones or osteoporotic skeletons are signs, just as
are splinter hemorrhages or low hemoglobins. Osteoporoses are diseases, one of whose
signs are osteoporotic skeletons, another of whose signs are certain characterisdc
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These qualitadve states are

unrelated to the

osteoporotic states

SKELETAL REMODELLING KINETICS

To study bone remodelling kinetics, rates must be considered.' Rate here means
volume being changed in a reference unit volume in unit time.

A l l three of these

factors must be included.
BONE

FORMATION

HALF-TIME

(T,,,)

This means years required for half the reference bone volume to be replaced

ASV 1250
Sp. G.
2.3
ASV 8 0 0
Sp. G

ASV 8 0 0
Sp. G.
2.3

ASV 8 0 0
Sp. G.
2.2

•
•

•
•

•
•

i

• • •
> • • •

•

Normal
E23 Water
C S Minera
m
Matrix

Osteoporotic

Cortisone Thyrotoxic
Osteoporotic

A S V - Absolute
Skeletal
Volume, ml.
Sp. G — Specific Gravity

Figure 7
The difference between normal and osteoporotic bone is diagrammed in the two left hand bars.
A normal, average skeleton would have an ASV of about 1250 ml. An osteoporotic skeleton
might have only 800 ml. ASV, and this decrease in ASV is what makes a skeleton osteoporotic. If the
cause of the osteoporotic state is not specified then the quality of the bone in the osteoporotic
skeleton cannot be stated (without direct measurements) or predicted. An osteoporotic skeleton
may exhibit a number of different quahtadve abnormaUties, and there is no qualitative abnormahty
distinctive of all osteoporotic states.
The two right hand bars illustrate two skeletons of diminished but equal ASV. Both are therefore
equally osteoporotic. The quality of bone in the cortisone-induced osteoprosis is characterized by,
among other things, a mineral density slightly higher, and water content slightly lower, than
normal, leading to an increase in specific gravity. The Sp.G. of 2.4 is an actual value.
The quality of bone in the thyrotoxicosis-induced osteoporosis is characterized by, among other
things, a density slightly lower, and a water content slightly higher, than normal.
The major cause of these density shifts seems to be the retardation of total remodelling produced
by cortisone and the acceleration of total remodelling produced by thyroxine.
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by new bone, assuming formation continued steadily at the specified rate. In using
this expression, resorption is ignored. (Figure 8).
One may measure the Ttso of entire skeletons, single bones or parts of bones
depending on methods available and information desired. At present, tetracycline
labelled bone is the only source of direct measurements of Ttso. This is not yet
suitable for clinical studies and only limited amounts of the skeleton can be measured
with the permissible techniques."'""" Isotope and tetracycline workers might
"calibrate" each other to the benefit of both. Data of Bjornerstedt and Engstrom
suggest this is feasible.'
Tetracycline-based measurements of Ttso" indicate there are large rate variations
in different persons and in the same person at different times. They also indicate
that new matrix formation and mineralization are partly independent and change
independently and occasionally oppositely for brief periods. Little wonder short term
calcium balance studies may be unreliable in clinical practice.

Time

Time
Tf 50
Figure 8

Tr 50

A diagrammatic representation of T,5|, and T^sj. T,;, means the time (usually in years) required
for half as much new bone to be formed as originally present, the original volume being some
specified value in ml.
Similarly the T^sa 'S the time (usually in years) required for resorption of half the volume of
bone originally present.
During life formation and resorption usually balance, but obvious examples of imbalance occur
in growth, where Tr5|,<;T,.55 and in most elderly humans where T,5j>T,5|,. Note that a high halflife figure means a slow rate of activity.
T,5j=Bone formation half-time.
Tr55=Bone resorption half-time.
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BONE RESORPTION H A L F - T I M E (T.so)
This is the years required for osteoclastic activity to resorb half a reference
volume of bone. In this expression bone formation is ignored.
At present no direct method of measuring bone resorption exists. There is a
qualitative method based on Sissons excellent ideas" and corrected for optical and
stochastic variables.
In both half-time expressions above it is assumed the reference volume of bone
is macroscopic so that the observed result is the summation of myriad microscopic
foci of activity arising at various loci in the reference volume. The individual locus
without dilution by surrounding stable bone is far more active than macroscopic
measurement indicates.
REMODELLING

RATE

(V,i)

In a normal skeleton both bone formation and resorption occur simultaneously.
As a result a finite volume of old bone is resorbed and a finite volume of new bone
formed in a given time period. The total volume of bone involved is termed the
total remodelling.
The expressions Ttso and Trso may be added, giving a statement of rate of total
remodelling. The volume given by this procedure is twice the apparent turnover
because both the unit that is resorbed and the unit formed to replace it are counted.
A refinement makes the V i idea more useful. The V. figure arbitrarily refers
to the total volume of bone remodelled in one year. A year's remodelling will be
expressed as V n . The value is a decimal fraction or a percent according to preference, and indicates the part of the absolute skeletal volume remodelled in a year.
To obtain the Vu add half the reciprocals of the Ttso and Trso; the result is the
V... (Figure 9).
SKELETAL

BALANCE

(B.,)

This is the rate of change of the absolute bone volume. If bone volume is
decreasing, B.k is less than unity. If bone volume is increasing, B.t is more than
unity. I f there is no change in skeletal volume with time, B.k is unity.
SKELETAL REMODELLING KINETICS FORMULAE
V,, = Remodelling rate or fraction of bone or skeletoii remodelled per year
B,j = Skeletal balance or net change in volume of skeleton or bone per year
Ttso = Formation half-time
Trso — Resorption half-time
1

1

2T,5Q

2T,55

1
1 ISO

I
^ t rSO

Figure 9
The symbols used in the text to designate aspects of remodelling kinetics are defined The
calculations of V,, (Volume, total, remodelled in 1 year) and of B.^ (Skeletal balance, as decimal
fraction of skeleton present after one year) are illustrated.
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An example of B.i more than one is growth; of B.i less than one is the
developing osteoporosis of hypercortisonism; of B.i of unity is the normal young adult.
Skeletal balance is computed by subtracting half the reciprocal of the Trs« from
half the reciprocal of the Ttso. The result, expressed as a decimal fraction, is the
gain or loss of bone volume in a year. Expressed as a decimal fraction and added
to unity, the result is the fraction of the original volume that will exist after a
year with the formation and resorption rates specified. (Figure 9 ) .
Example: Assume Ttso is 10 years and Trso is 20 years. Vn, the remodelling
rate, is then 0.075. This means that 0.075 or 7.5 per cent of the skeleton
will be remodelled in a year.
B.i is 1.025. This means that after a year absolute skeletal volume will be
102.5 per cent of the original. It also means that the skeleton increases in volume
by 0.025, or 2.5 per cent, in a year. I f the original absolute bone volume was
1250 ml., the final absolute bone volume will be 1281.2 ml., since 102.5 per cent
of 1250 is 1281.25.
If the Ttso plus either the B,i or the Vn can be determined, then Trso or resorption
half-time can be found. (Figure 10).
At present no clinically exact method of measuring these quantities exists. One
possible method is by combined use of an inorganic tracer such as strontium with
a tagged tetracycline or similar organic bone-seeker depositing permanently only in
newly mineralizing bone without permanent diffuse uptake.
Vti approximation can be achieved with balance studies but inabihty to evaluate
several variables operating simultaneously in living skeletons impairs the usefulness of
balance studies.
The formulae discussed are shown in figure 9.
The relationships between formation and resorption half-times are illustrated in
the nomogram, figure 10. The half-times may be in years, months or days, as long
as all identities are expressed in the same time units.
MODES OF GENESIS OF OSTEOPOROSES

RATE
CHANGES
We are ready to consider theoretical mechanisms by which patients may develop
osteoporotic skeletons. To some degree skeletal and alkaline phosphatase changes
that follow specific alterations in formation and resorption half-times can be predicted.
Two examples follow:
A ) Tt5o=60 years
Trso=8.55 years. Referring to the nomogram, figure 10,
or a slide rule:—
B»k=0.96, or a 4 per cent loss in absolute skeletal volume per year.
Vti=0.066, or a 6.6 per cent remodelling volume per year.
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Skeletal Remodelling
Half - Life

+I0 7o7-I. 10

1.075

Kinetic
Nonno

0.925

2.5-L

r.50)

0.90

0.4-L

2.5-L

^ T , ) (T50)

(^SK)

Figure 10
The relationships between T,;,, T,;,,, V , , and B , i are illustrated in this nomogram. The halftimes should both be expressed in years (for human use) or may be expressed in days (for
animal use). In the latter case V u and B.^ also are in days rather than years.
To use: Place a straight edge on the T,;, bar at the appropriate point; maintaining this intersecdon,
slope the straight edge until the appropriate point on T , ^ (determined by measurement) is intersected. Then the following may be found:
(A) The intersection of the straight edge on V , , reveals the total volume of bone formed and
resorbed in one year (or day if half-lives are in days to preserve identities).
(B) The slope of the straight edge parallels one of the radial lines diverging from point (10)
to the right. The intersecdon of this parallel with the B , i line reveals the fraction of the skeleton
or bone remaining at the end of one year (or day if half-lives are in days). Knowledge of any
two parameters will accordingly permit the other two to be found on the nomogram.
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The slow replacement of resorbed new bone leads to low normal alkaline
phosphatase, other things being equal. It also leads to gradually increasing average
skeletal age and gradually decreasing diffuse exchange of Ca"= or other isotope. There
would be little tetracycline retention, little feathering and decreased quantity of lowdensity bone on microradiographs of biopsy material.
B) Tfso=1.0 years
Trso=0.91 years. Converting to months and using the nomogram,
figure 10, or a slide rule:
B»t=0.96, or a 4 per cent loss in absolute skeletal volume per year,
the same as in ( A ) .
Vci = 1.05, or 105 per cent remodelling volume per year.
The rapid remodelling rate leads to an elevated alkaline phosphatase, other
things being equal. There is diminishing average skeletal age due to rapid replacement
of old by new bone. This leads to a large diffuse exchange of Ca"' or similar isotope
and rapid exchange of blood with the diffuse component and with isotope already
deposited in new bone. There would be considerable tetracycline retention, increased
feathering and increased low-density bone on microradiographs of biopsy material.
C) In example ( A ) and (B) the net loss of skeleton per year is the same.
In 10 years both individuals would lose 40 per cent of their absolute skeletal
volume. Yet in example ( A ) the skeleton is becoming senescent due to failure to
replace old bone with new bone. Turnover rates of this order are encountered in
extremities of patients with neurotrophic joints.
There is a 17-fold difference in the rates at which skeletal remodelling occurs
in examples ( A ) and ( B ) . This difference is hidden from detection by balance
study because it is all internal.
Negative skeletal balance may exist in the face of either increased or decreased
bone formation. The same holds true for resorption. One may be in negative skeletal
balance in the face of either decreased or increased exchangeable pool with Ca"'
or similar isotope. This independence of B.i from V n is analogous to the independence
of calcium from serum calcium pointed out by Nordin."
D) To complicate the picture for the clinician who has balance or isotope
techniques available, he may study the patient after skeletal balance has been
restored to unity. Or he may study the patient during a healing phase when
skeletal balance has been reversed.
MECHANISM

OF ISOTOPIC

BLOOD-BONE

EXCHANGE

A ) It may be inferred that average skeletal diffusion impedence and average
rate of new bone formation are dependent on and vary with each other.'" These
are the major factors determining how much blood-born isotope will be fixed in
the skeleton in the first hour after administration. Accordingly the rate of disappearance from the blood of freshly-administered isotope is, at least partly, an
index of bone formation plus diffusion impedence related to it (little formation:
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little low density bone: much high density bone: high diffusion impedence). Specific
ion effects such as adsorption on bone surfaces are ignored in these remarks.
B) The only catch is feathered bone.'" The work of Strandh"" suggests this
bone avidly takes up isotope from the blood. The writer's work indicates feathered
bone is nearly static insofar as progression of minerilization is concerned. A skeleton
with much feathered bone might exhibit high diffuse uptake unrelated to a high
rate of new bone formations.
C) It may be inferred that when equilibrium occurs after isotope administration, observed release of isotope from skeleton to the blood is a summadon of
several variables. The major variables should be:
1. Reverse ionic exchange of isotope in the stable mineral mass with the
blood, and reverse ionic exchange of isotope in newly mineralized bone with
the blood.
2. Resorption of stable, labelled bone. It has been mentioned that most
newly formed bone is not normally resorbed for a year or longer. Consequently
recently labelled "hot spots" contribute isotope to the blood by reverse diffuse
ionic exchange but rarely by resorption.
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Figure 11
Decrease in mass of a standard group of bones by age, sex and race, as determined by Trotter
and coworkers.^' These authors actually used a millet-seed method for measuring the volume
encompassed by the periosteum and plotted the decline in ratio of mass to this volume against
age. As they remark, there is no significant change in millet-seed determined volume with age,
so decline in their "density" is the result of loss in mass and absolute bone volume. Note Jjjat
the loss in absolute skeletal volume is proportionately worse in white females.
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D) Excepting resorption, the above are similar to and the reverse of the
processes that fix isotope in the skeleton. One may infer that if a corrected,
normalized rate of skeletal fixation immediately after administration of isotope were
compared to a corrected, normalized rate of skeletal release long after administration
of isotope, a ratio would result that would permit estimates of bone formation —
diffuse exchange on one hand and on the other of the additinal element of bone
resorption. The chief reason for qualitative variation in early and late periods after
isotope administradon is the presence of resorption in the late period, this effect
being small less than an hour after administration of isotope.
PHYSIOLOGY
It is easy in the above reasoning to overlook something basic: the cause of
the osteoporoses hes in alterations in rates of bone formation and resorption. These
cellular changes are caused by some agent(s). Only by keeping this in mind will
these agents be recognized, identified, understood and controlled.
TOTAL-BODY A N D UNIT-VOLUME REMODELLING
Assume two cases:
1) A normal 35 year old woman, 135 pounds. Total new bone formation
per year 62 ml (if absolute skeletal volume is 1250 ml, then Tt5o=10 years).
2) An osteoporotic 65 year old woman of same weight. Total new bone formed
per year 52 ml, nearly 16 per cent less than in ( 1 ) .
It seems the 35 year old is more activly forming new bone than the 65 year
old. The following sheds a different light upon events.
In figure 11 data pubhshed by Trotter, Broman and Petersen is illustrated."
These authors compared weights of bones from 80 skeletons against total volume,
including volume of marrow spaces, vascular spaces, canaliculae and lacunae. The
resulting "densities" (not the physicist's density!) were plotted against age with
the results shown. The decrease in "density" reflects a decrease in the absolute
bone volume of the bones measured with increasing age because the volume emcompassed by perioteum changed little. Between age 45 and 80 about 24 per cent
of the absolute bone volume was lost. The skeletons were randomly selected as
far as cadavers available to anatomy departments are randomly obtained. It is unlikely
therefore that the density changes in figure 11 are representative of the usual
osteoporotic skeleton.
It appeared that the 65 year old woman was forming 16 per cent less bone
than her 35 year old counterpart, and in terms of total body weight or new bone
per kilo body weight, this is true. I f new bone formed is related to some reference
unit volume of skeleton, then in the 65 year old 52 ml. of new bone formed were
generated in an absolute skeletal volume 24 per cent less than her 35 year old
sister. This yields a formation rate slightly higher in the older than in the younger
patient.
This is not the complete picture.
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Refer to figure 12. Lowrance and Latimer" measured weights of dried,
degreased adult human skeletons. Their mean value was 2880 grams.
Referring to the work of Trotter, Browman and Petersen again," these authors
measured mean weights of standard bones in four groups of skeletons, the four
groups being male white and negro, and female white and negro. The writer added
the weights and determined means for each group and for all groups combined.
The ratio of the weights of the standard bones in each group to the mean of all
four groups is approximately the ratio of the weights of the total skeleton of male
and female, white and negro, to the mean weight determined by Lowrance and
Latimer. The absolute skeletal volumes and the total skeletal masses can be
calculated. These are shown in figure 12. At age 67 the usual white female has
only 71 per cent as much bone as the mean. This is probably too high for
osteoporotic females of this age. Because of obesity and other reasons total body
weight is not a good index of total skeletal weight or of absolute bone volume.
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Figure 12
A diagram of total skeletal mass and absolute bone volume as determined in U.S. sex and racial
groups by Trotter" and coworkers and Lowrance and Latimer.22 The mean mass of 2880 grams
is probably low for U.S. skeletons by 400-500 grams.
The left hand scale is percentage of the
masses and volumes corresponding to the
sex and race determined by the authors
group of skeletons on which the values in

mean. The right hand scale shows the total skeletal
percentiles. The intervening bars reveal the means by
mentioned. Under the bars is the mean age of the
the respective bars were measured.

Note that on the basis of figure 11, the mean values at age 40 would be about 30 per cent
larger than those illustrated here.
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It is now evident that the 52 ml. of new bone formed per year in the 65
year old should be related to an absolute skeletal volume of 888 ml. rather than
to 1250. Where the 35 year old formed an amount of new bone equal to 4.95
per cent of her skeleton in a year, the 65 year old formed 5.85 per cent. In terms
of a unit volume the 65 year old formed bone 20 per cent faster.
Now recall that an osteoporotic 65 year old was specified. Such a patient has
less skeletal material than her normal sisters: in other words, less than 880 ml. of
skeleton, and therefore a correspondingly higher rate of new bone formation in
terms of a unit reference volume.
Direct histological measurement of new bone formation in unit volumes terms
of human bones have revealed an increase in rate at age 65 compared to age 35."
One of the problems with tracer work is the way in which figures are assigned
a frame of reference. It is obvious that the same amount of new bone formation
per unit time means different things in a two year old child and in an 80 year
old man. Relating figures to a whole person, rather than to a unit of absolute
skeletal volume, is hkely to lead to wrong conclusions about the cellular activities
at the root of the process being measured.
The radiographic methods previously mendoned offer promise in estimating
absolute skeletal volume. This knowledge is necessary in any useful statement of
whole-body bone formative or resorptive activity.
SUMMARY

A symbology for describing rates of bone formation and resorption in terms
of half-times is outlined. With these values net gain or loss of skeleton in unit time
and the volume of bone turned over in unit time can be calculated.
It is urged that the idea of absolute skeletal or absolute bone volume be
adopted. This is the volume of bone remaining after all of the spaces normally
found in it have been subtracted.
It is urged that, when new bone formation is measured the figure be related
to a unit absolute volume of bone rather than to a whole person. When this is
done it is seen what once was interpreted as low rate of new bone formation is
actually an accelerated rate.
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